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“Evolution and the theories of evolution are fundamentally different

things,” testified zoologist Maynard M. Metcalf, the first expert wit-

ness for the defense in the 1925 Scopes trial. Metcalf’s observation at the

“trial of the century” officially marked the beginning of public discussion of

the different meanings of evolution for the purposes of science education.

“The fact of evolution is a thing that is perfectly and absolutely clear,” Met-

calf explained, “but there are many points—theoretical points as to the

methods by which evolution has been brought about—that we are not yet

in possession of scientific knowledge to answer.”1

Metcalf’s statement suggested, as many modern biologists have noted,

that the term evolution can mean different things. His comment also sug-

gested that not all senses of evolution have the same epistemological stand-

ing. We can assert confidently that evolution “has occurred,” Metcalf

explained, but we may be more uncertain about how it occurred.

Metcalf made this distinction to show the court that critique of evolution

in one sense did not necessarily count as critique of evolution in other

senses. To assume otherwise would be to commit the logical fallacy of

equivocation. He feared that confusion between the fact of evolution and

the theory of evolution would justify excluding all teaching about evolution
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simply because some aspects of evolutionary theory did not have the same

degree of confirmation as others.2

Of course, science teachers must also avoid equivocation, if only because

they don’t want to confuse their students. Yet for biology teachers, this

may prove difficult—given the many separate meanings that the term evo-

lution has come to possess. As Yale biologist Keith Stewart Thomson has

shown, the term evolution may have more than just two meanings.3

Equivocal usage poses a practical difficulty for science teachers. Good

science teachers must define terms carefully and use them consistently to

avoid conflating different ideas. Good biology teachers must tease apart the

distinct ideas associated with evolution to help students to evaluate each

idea separately and to distinguish evidence and observations, on the one

hand, from inferences and theories, on the other.

Thomson identified at least three distinct meanings associated with evo-

lution in contemporary biology: change over time, common ancestry, and

the natural mechanisms that produce change in organisms.4 This essay will

further refine these distinctions and present six distinct meanings. In so

doing, we want to help science educators distinguish well-established from

less well-established senses of the term evolution. We also want to help

teachers avoid false controversies over senses of the term that enjoy wide

scientific confirmation and support and to help them explain the real con-

troversies that remain over more theoretically contentious propositions.

The following definitions develop and distinguish those multiple mean-

ings, which we propose as guideposts for clear biology instruction.

I.
Principal Meanings of Evolution

in Biology Textbooks
1. Change over time; history of nature; any sequence of events in nature.

2. Changes in the frequencies of alleles in the gene pool of a population.

3. Limited common descent: the idea that particular groups of organisms

have descended from a common ancestor.

4. The mechanisms responsible for the change required to produce limited

descent with modification, chiefly natural selection acting on random

variations or mutations.

5. Universal common descent: the idea that all organisms have descended

from a single common ancestor.
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6. “Blind watchmaker” thesis: the idea that all organisms have descended
from common ancestors solely through an unguided, unintelligent,
purposeless, material processes such as natural selection acting on ran-
dom variations or mutations; that the mechanisms of natural selection,
random variation and mutation, and perhaps other similarly naturalistic
mechanisms, are completely sufficient to account for the appearance of
design in living organisms.

Let us look at these six definitions of evolution.

1. Evolution as Change Over Time. Nature has a history; it is not static. Nat-
ural sciences deal with evolution in its first sense—change over time in
the natural world—when they seek to reconstruct series of past events
to tell the story of nature’s history.5 Astronomers study the life cycles of
stars; geologists ponder the changes in the earth’s surface; paleontolo-
gists note changes in the types of life that have existed over time, as rep-
resented in the sedimentary rock record (fossil succession); biologists
note ecological succession within recorded human history, which may
have, for example, transformed a barren island into a mature forested
island community. Although the last example has little to do with neo-
Darwinian evolutionary theory, it still fits within the first general sense
of evolution as natural historical progression or sequence of events.

2. Evolution as Gene Frequency Change. Population geneticists study changes
in the frequencies of alleles in gene pools. This very specific sense of
evolution, though not without theoretical significance, is closely tied to
a large collection of precise observations. The melanism studies of pep-
pered moths, though currently contested, are among the most cele-
brated examples of such studies in microevolution.6 For the geneticist,
gene frequency change is “evolution in action.”

3. Evolution as Limited Common Descent. Virtually all scientists (even many
creationists) would agree that Darwin’s dozen or more famed Galapagos
Island finch species are probably descended from a single continental
South American finch species. Although such “evolution” did not occur
during the brief time scale of the lives of scientists since Darwin (as in
the case of the peppered moth), the pattern of biogeographical distribu-
tion of these birds strongly suggests to most scientists that all of these
birds share a common ancestor. Evolution defined as “limited common
descent” designates the scientifically uncontroversial idea that many dif-
ferent varieties of similar organisms within different species, genera, or
even families are related by common ancestry. Note that it is possible for
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some scientists to accept evolution when defined in this sense without

necessarily accepting evolution defined as universal common descent—

that is, the idea that all organisms are related by common ancestry.

4. Evolution as a Mechanism that Produces Limited Change or Descent with Modi-

fication. The term evolution also refers to the mechanism that produces

the morphological change implied by limited common descent or de-

scent with modification through successive generations. Evolution in

this sense refers chiefly to the mechanism of natural selection acting on

random genetic variation or mutations. This sense of the term refers to

the idea that the variation/selection mechanism can generate at least

limited biological or morphological change within a population. Nearly

all biologists accept the efficacy of natural selection (and associated phe-

nomena, such as the founder effect and genetic drift) as a mechanism of

speciation. Even so, many scientists now question whether such mech-

anisms can produce the amount of change required to account for the

completely novel organs or body plans that emerge in the fossil record.

Thus, almost all biologists would accept that the variation/selection

mechanism can explain relatively minor variations among groups of or-

ganisms (evolution meaning #4), even if some of those biologists ques-

tion the sufficiency of the mechanism (evolution meaning #6) as an

explanation for the origin of the major morphological innovations in

the history of life.

5. Evolution as Universal Common Descent. Many biologists commonly use the

term evolution to refer to the idea that all organisms are related by com-

mon ancestry from a single living organism. Darwin represented the

theory of universal common descent or universal “descent with modifi-

cation” with a “branching tree” diagram, which showed all present life

forms as having emerged gradually over time from one or very few orig-

inal common ancestors. Darwin’s theory of biological history is often re-

ferred to as a monophyletic view because it portrays all organisms as

ultimately related as a single family.

In the Origin of Species, Charles Darwin argued for his theory of universal

common descent on the grounds that it best explained a variety of biologi-

cal evidences, including fossil succession, biogeographical distribution of

species (such as the Galapagos finches), the existence of apparently subop-

timal or useless organs, and the existence of homologous structures and

embryological similarities in otherwise disparate organisms.
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The presumed strength of the case for universal common descent has

led many scientists to treat the theory of universal common descent as

though it were a fact. Maynard M. Metcalf and more recently Stephen Jay

Gould and Michael Ruse have been among prominent advocates of the

idea that evolution defined as “universal common ancestry” qualifies as a

fact. Each of these advocates articulated this view while serving as an ex-

pert witness in a creation-evolution court trial. Yet as one of us (Meyer)

has argued in response to Michael Ruse, universal common descent is not,

strictly speaking, a fact.7 As Meyer noted:

Strictly speaking, common descent is an abductive or historical inference, as
Professor Ruse himself acknowledges when he speaks more accurately of
“inferring historical phylogenies.” As defined by C. S. Peirce, abductive in-
ferences attempt to establish past causes by viewing present effects. (As
such, it is more accurate to refer to common descent as a theory about facts,
i.e., a theory about what in fact happened in the past.) Unfortunately, such
theories, and the inferences used to construct them, can be notoriously un-
derdetermined. As Elliot Sober points out, many possible pasts often corre-
spond to any given present state. Establishing the past with certainty, or
even beyond reasonable doubt, can therefore, be very difficult.8

Although Darwin’s monophyletic view of life’s history has reigned as the

dominant theory of the history of life during most of the twentieth cen-

tury, a number of biologists now question that view on evidential grounds.

These scientists now see the present diversity and disparity of organisms as

having originated from many separate ancestral forms and lines of descent.

Those favoring a so-called polyphyletic or multiple separate origins view of

life’s history now cite evidence from paleontology, embryology, biochem-

istry, and molecular biology in support of their view.9

Evolution in the fifth sense not only specifies that all life shares a com-

mon ancestry, it implies that virtually no limits exist to the amount of mor-

phological change that can occur in organisms. It assumes that relatively

simple organisms can, given adequate time, change into much more com-

plex or different organisms, and these organisms can in turn be altered by

the evolutionary process to become yet new organisms. Thus, evolution in

this sense entails the idea of unbounded biological change. That view is

now opposed by biologists who see biological change as limited and who

favor a polyphyletic view of life’s history, in which many lineages of ani-

mals or plants arise separately (without genealogical connections) during

the history of life.
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Because Darwin’s monophyletic interpretation of life’s history is an in-

ference from biological evidence, instructors should encourage students to

understand and examine classical Darwinian arguments for that interpre-

tation rather than simply presenting the interpretation as brute fact. More-

over, since several lines of evidence and many qualified scientists now

challenge this theory of the history of life, the evidence for alternate poly-

phyletic theories of life’s history should also be discussed and critically

evaluated. Allowing students to see how scientists interpret the same bio-

logical evidence differently will help encourage evaluation and critical

thinking skills. It will also allow students to understand the method of

multiple competing hypotheses that scientists often employ to evaluate

their data.

We will return to this fifth meaning of evolution in the last sections of

this essay when we critique public statements about how evolutionary the-

ory should be taught in public schools. At present, many public policy (and

other) statements about how to teach evolution lapse uncritically into de-

scribing evolution (that is, universal common descent) as a fact.

In addition to the five definitions of evolution discussed thus far, an ad-

ditional definition lies at the core of what evolutionary biology means to

most scientists today.

6. Evolution as the “Blind Watchmaker” Thesis. The “blind watchmaker” the-

sis, to appropriate Richard Dawkins’s clever term, stands for the Dar-

winian idea that all new living forms arose as the product of unguided,

purposeless, material mechanisms, chiefly natural selection acting on

random variation or mutation.10 Evolution in this sense implies that the

Darwinian mechanism of natural selection acting on random variations

(and other equally naturalistic processes) completely suffices to explain

the origin of novel biological forms and the appearance of design in

complex organisms. Although Darwinists and neo-Darwinists admit

that living organisms appear designed for a purpose, they insist that

such “design” is only apparent, not real, precisely because they also af-

firm the complete sufficiency of unintelligent natural mechanisms (that

can mimic the activity of a designing intelligence) of morphogenesis. In

Darwinism, the variation/selection mechanism functions as a kind of

“designer substitute.” As Dawkins summarizes the blind watchmaker

thesis: “Natural selection, the blind, unconscious, automatic process

which Darwin discovered and which we now know is the explanation
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for the existence and apparently purposeful form of all life, has no pur-

pose in mind. It has no mind and no mind’s eye.”11

In addition to the theory of universal common ancestry, classical “Dar-

winism” affirmed this sixth meaning of evolution. As Harvard evolutionary

biologist Ernst Mayr has explained: “The real core of Darwinism, however,

is the theory of natural selection. This theory is so important for the Dar-

winian because it permits the explanation of adaptation, the ‘design’ of the

natural theologian, by natural means, instead of by divine intervention.”12

Or as Mayr put it recently:

First, Darwinism rejects all supernatural phenomena and causations. The
theory of evolution by natural selection explains the adaptedness and diver-
sity of the world solely materialistically. It no longer requires God as creator
or designer (although one is certainly free to believe in God even if one ac-
cepts evolution). Darwin pointed out that creation, as described in the Bible
and the origin accounts of other cultures, was contradicted by almost any
aspect of the natural world. Every aspect of the “wonderful design” so ad-
mired by natural theologians could be explained by natural selection.13

Further, not just classical Darwinism but contemporary neo-Darwinism

has also affirmed this sixth meaning of evolution. Since the 1940s, the

blind watchmaker thesis has been supported by the neo-Darwinian 

synthesis—which combined Mendelian genetics with Darwin’s theory of

descent with modification. Neo-Darwinists proposed various types of ran-

dom mutations as the creative engines giving natural selection the raw ge-

netic material upon which to work. Many biologists before the 1940s had

questioned the adequacy of Darwin’s mechanism precisely because they

worried that natural selection did not have an adequate source of variation

upon which to operate. Neo-Darwinists argued that the phenomena of

mutations solved that problem by providing natural selection an unlimited

source of genetic change. Thus, they, like the classical Darwinists before

them, again affirmed the complete sufficiency of the (now) neo-Darwinian

mechanism as an explanation for new living forms on Earth (and the ap-

pearance of design that they manifest). As George Gaylord Simpson would

assert in his classic 1967 book, The Meaning of Evolution: “Man is the result

of a purposeless and natural process that did not have him in mind. He was

not planned.”14 As a result of the neo-Darwinian synthesis, biologists again

assumed that a completely natural mechanism—natural selection acting on

random mutations—could produce not only limited morphological change

(and thus, patterns of limited common descent—evolution #3) but also
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unlimited morphological change (and thus the pattern of universal com-

mon descent—evolution #5). Neo-Darwinists also assumed that the new

mutation/selection mechanism could account entirely for the appearance

of design in biological systems.

This view is reflected in many high school biology texts. As Kenneth

Miller and Joseph Levine long asserted it in their popular text, “evolution

works without plan or purpose.”15 Or as Purvis, Orians, and Heller tell stu-

dents, “the living world is constantly evolving without any goals . . . evolu-

tionary change is not directed.”16 Similarly, Douglas Futuyma, in his

widely used college textbook, Evolutionary Biology, writes: “By coupling

undirected, purposeless variation to the blind, uncaring process of natural

selection, Darwin made theological or spiritual explanations of the life

processes superfluous.”17 Francisco J. Ayala, president of the American As-

sociation for the Advancement of Science (AAAS) and chair of the Na-

tional Academy of Sciences (NAS) steering committee for its 1999 edition

of Science and Creationism (see analysis below), likewise speaks of Darwin-

ism as having “excluded God as the explanation accounting for the obvious

design of organisms.”18

The blind watchmaker thesis suggests that the neo-Darwinian mecha-

nism (and other related ones) functions as a designer substitute; it plays

the role of creator in the scientific account of biological origins. Thus,

clearly, this sixth meaning of evolution does have larger metaphysical or

worldview implications. Many philosophical naturalists or materialists find

support for their worldview in neo-Darwinian theory for what seems to

them good reasons. If neo-Darwinism is true, God’s creative activity

(whether expressed discretely or gradually) would no longer be necessary

to explain the origin of new living forms, since a strictly naturalistic mech-

anism would suffice. Thus, a strictly naturalistic worldview would seem to

provide a simpler account of reality, or at least of biological reality, than a

theistic one. Further, if neo-Darwinism is true, then the natural world does

not display evidence of actual design, divine or otherwise—as most reli-

gious theists affirm. For both of these reasons, neither neo-Darwinism nor

other materialistic origins theories taught in the public schools (such as the

chemical evolutionary theory of the origin of the first life) are religiously or

metaphysically neutral. All strictly materialistic origins theories, if true,

have implications that would seem to make a materialistic worldview more

plausible than a theistic one and would also contradict some deeply held

religious beliefs.
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Despite the confidence that many biologists and biology texts display in
affirming the blind watchmaker thesis—evolution in the sixth sense—many
scientists, including many biologists, have increasingly questioned the ade-
quacy of the neo-Darwinian mechanism.19 Recently, a number of scientists
have come to question whether natural selection acting on random varia-
tion can create the complex organs, molecular machines, and novel body
plans that appear during the history of life. Such so-called macroevolution-
ary changes in the history of life—for example, the relatively sudden ap-
pearance of most extant and extinct animal phyla during the Cambrian
explosion 530 million years ago—seem especially difficult to explain via
the neo-Darwinian mechanism. As Gilbert, Opitz, and Raff have assessed
the situation: “The Modern Synthesis is a remarkable achievement. How-
ever, starting in the 1970’s, many biologists began questioning its adequacy
in explaining evolution. Genetics might be adequate for explaining mi-
croevolution, but microevolutionary changes in gene frequency were not
seen as able to turn a reptile into a mammal or to convert a fish into an
amphibian. Microevolution looks at adaptations that concern only the sur-
vival of the fittest, not the arrival of the fittest.”20

Since the 1970s, many scientists have looked for additional naturalistic
(or so-called self-organizational) mechanisms to show how extensive mor-
phological innovation could arise—without, as yet, achieving much con-
sensus or obvious success.21 Some scientists have questioned the
sufficiency of the mutation/selection mechanism without proposing any al-
ternatives. Still other scientists, such as Michael Behe, have proposed an
alternative nonnaturalistic explanation for the origin of major innovations
in the history of life, namely, the theory of intelligent design. Design theo-
rists in general question the adequacy of the neo-Darwinian mechanism
and see evidence of real (that is, intelligent) design, not just apparent de-
sign, in biology.

Of course, many defenders of the neo-Darwinian mechanism remain,
especially in fields such as population genetics, zoology, comparative
anatomy, and molecular biology. Nevertheless, given the diversity of opin-
ion within the scientific community, scientific integrity would seem to re-
quire teaching students about the controversy that has emerged among
scientists about the blind watchmaker thesis. Further, given the larger
metaphysical or worldview implications of that thesis, religious neutrality
would also seem to require (a) avoiding the issue of design or purpose al-
together, in which case neither classical Darwinism nor neo-Darwinism
could be taught (since both make explicit claims about the origin of the
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appearance of design), or (b) teaching the controversy about the origin of
this central feature of biological systems.

II.
1. Educational Policy Statements
and Treatment of the “E” Word

We favor exposing students to scientific controversies. Teachers need not
conceal the metaphysical or ideological issues that arise in the discussion of
scientific theories. By allowing students to discuss and evaluate competing
views despite their differing metaphysical implications, teachers may find
that their students demonstrate a greater enthusiasm for science itself. By
eschewing dogmatic presentations where evidence admits competing
views, teachers will promote a scientifically and ideologically responsible
curriculum. They may also promote a creative engagement by students
that gives them a personal interest in the outcome of ongoing scientific dis-
cussions. Such engagement could help reverse the historic decline in stu-
dent interest in science and in the number of science students, especially
biology students, who drop science majors before completing their bache-
lor’s degrees.22

Scientifically literate people know that nature has a history, that gene
frequencies change, that at least limited common descent among organ-
isms has occurred, and that natural selection has played a significant role
in speciation and species modification. These first four meanings of evolu-
tion might aptly wear the label “mere evolution.” Unsurprisingly, few ob-
ject to teaching mere evolution. Controversy develops, however, when
scientists, teachers, or students want to evaluate evolution critically in the
fifth or sixth senses of the term. Spokespersons for neo-Darwinism, which
embraces evolution in both the fifth and sixth senses, often suggest that
dissenting opinion about evolution in any sense is either ill-informed or in-
tellectually perverse.

Nevertheless, those attempts to exclude scientific dissent often employ
ambiguous or shifting definitions of the term evolution. Many defenders of
evolution #5 and/or #6 will offer evidence and argument for evolution in
the first four senses of the term and then treat evolution in the latter two
senses as equally well established. In the following section, we will show
how educational policy statements and advocates for evolution often
equivocate in their discussion of evolution to the detriment of public un-
derstanding of the issues facing biologists and biology teachers.
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2. “The Fact of Evolution”:
Conflating Meanings #1–3 with Meaning #5

A recent booklet, Science and Creationism: A View from the National Academy of

Sciences (1999), defends teaching the subject of biological origins from an

exclusively evolutionary perspective.23 According to Science and Creationism,

not only do alternative theories (such as intelligent design) fail to qualify as

science, but evolution has been established beyond any reasonable doubt.

The booklet’s introduction argues that the “theory of evolution” is a scien-

tific explanation “so thoroughly tested and confirmed” that it is “held with

great confidence” and is “one of the strongest and most useful scientific

theories we have.” It even claims that evolution is so well established that

it can legitimately be described as a fact. As the booklet explains, “Scientists

most often use the word ‘fact’ to describe an observation. But scientists can

also use fact to mean something that has been tested or observed so many

times that there is no longer a compelling reason to keep testing or looking

for examples. The occurrence of evolution in this sense is a fact. Scientists

no longer question whether descent with modification occurred because

the evidence supporting the idea is so strong.”24

Those statements aptly illustrate the ambiguity associated with the term

evolution and the confusion that its unqualified use creates. Precisely which

sense of evolution has been “so thoroughly tested and confirmed” that it

“is held with great confidence” and can even be regarded as “a fact”? Mere

evolution, or evolution #5 and/or #6? The NAS statement never specifies,

though presumably it means to affirm the theory of universal common de-

scent, evolution #5.

Indeed, the booklet often employs ambiguous (or shifting) definitions

from one sentence to the next. The second-to-last sentence in the quota-

tion asserts that “the occurrence of evolution” is a fact. And, of course, it

may well be, depending upon which sense of evolution is meant. The

phrase, “the occurrence of evolution,” seems to imply evolution in the

sense of change over time (evolution #1) or perhaps change in the fre-

quency of expression of alleles (evolution #2). Certainly, evolution in these

senses has occurred. Yet the next sentence affirms that “descent with mod-

ification” is so well established as to be an unquestioned fact. Throughout

the booklet, “descent with modification” is equated with the theory of uni-

versal common descent (evolution #5), though technically it could refer ei-

ther to limited or universal common descent (evolution #3 or #5). In any

case, given the booklet’s conventions, the last sentence of the quotation
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seems to affirm a stronger meaning of evolution (evolution #5) than that

affirmed in the previous sentence (evolution #1, #2, or possibly #3). Yet

the booklet provides no additional justification for affirming this stronger

meaning. As such, the passage commits the fallacy of equivocation.

The writers of the NAS booklet do, of course, seem aware that the term

evolution can refer to different concepts. In particular, they make a distinc-

tion between whether evolution occurred (that is, the fact of evolution) and

how (that is, the mechanism by which it occurred). Yet their attempt to

clarify definitional matters on such grounds only confuses the issue fur-

ther, as the following passage illustrates:

The scientific consensus around evolution is overwhelming. Those opposed
to the teaching of evolution sometimes use quotations from prominent sci-
entists out of context to claim that scientists do not support evolution. How-
ever, an examination of the quotations reveals that the scientists are
actually disputing some aspect of how evolution occurs, not whether evolu-
tion occurs. For example, the biologist Stephen Jay Gould once wrote that
“the extreme rarity of transitional forms in the fossil record persists as the
trade secret of paleontology.” But Gould, an accomplished paleontologist
and educator about evolution, was arguing about how evolution takes place.
He was discussing whether the rate of change of species is slow or gradual or
whether it takes place in bursts after long periods when little change takes
place—an idea known as punctuated equilibrium.25

This passage betrays confusion on several counts. First, scientists can af-

firm that evolution (in several different senses, #1–4) has occurred without

necessarily affirming the theory of universal common descent. To say that

evolution has occurred does not necessarily imply that enough morpholog-

ical change has occurred to ensure that all organisms are connected by

common ancestry. Thus, a scientist could affirm that evolution (#1–4) has

occurred and yet doubt the universal common ancestry thesis. In fact, as

noted above, many scientists do now take precisely that position. The sim-

ple twofold distinction (between “the” fact and the mechanism of evolu-

tion) in the NAS booklet obscures this possibility. There are many alleged

“facts” of evolution, and the booklet does not distinguish among them.

Second, the “extreme rarity of transitional forms” does reflect negatively

on evolution in the fifth sense—that is, it does seem to provide evidence

against universal common descent. True, Stephen Gould does not question

universal common descent, but he has reasons other than fossil data (mo-

lecular evidence, for example) for accepting the theory. The fossil evidence

taken at face value, however, does suggest that, for example, the major
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taxonomic categories of animals did arise separately within a very narrow

window of geologic history. The absence of transitional precursors between

the representatives of the new animal phyla strongly supports that impres-

sion (see Stephen C. Meyer, Marcus Ross, Paul Nelson, and Paul Chien’s

essay in this volume). Thus, Gould’s discussion of “the extreme rarity of

transitional forms” does bear on the question of the truth of universal

common descent (evolution #5), and critics of evolution in this sense quite

legitimately cite him on this point.

Third, in the passage cited, Gould is not in fact discussing “whether the

rate of change of species is slow or gradual”; he is discussing “the extreme

rarity of transitional forms in the fossil record.” Because Gould accepts uni-

versal common descent and because he wants (as much as possible) to take

the fossil evidence at face value, he assumes that a mechanism of morpho-

logical change exists that can produce change very rapidly. Gould’s belief

that morphological change must occur very rapidly constitutes part of his

interpretation of why the fossil evidence looks as it does. Others, of course,

might choose to interpret that same evidence differently. They might view

morphologically disparate groups of organisms (such as the representatives

of the new animal phyla that appear in the Cambrian) as having originated

separately—that is, without having descended from a common ancestor.

Yet the NAS booklet treats critics of evolution (presumably in the fifth

sense) as ignorant or confused for failing to recognize “the” distinction be-

tween the fact and the mechanism of evolution. In fact, it is the NAS book-

let that fails to make important definitional distinctions (between evolution

#1–3 and #5—that is, between different senses of evolution that may or

may not constitute facts, or between the different senses of evolution that

might or might not have occurred).

Interestingly, Gould (one of the fifteen members of the NAS steering

committee for its 1999 edition of Science and Creationism) also fell into this

same rhetorical imprecision by treating the distinction between the fact

and theory of evolution as if it constituted a unitary distinction. For exam-

ple, in “Darwinism Defined: The Difference between Fact and Theory,”

Gould wrote:

The fact of evolution is as well established as anything in science (as secure
as the revolution of the earth about the sun), though absolute certainty has
no place in our lexicon. Theories, or statements about the causes of docu-
mented evolutionary change, are now in a period of intense debate—a good
mark of science in its healthiest state. Facts don’t disappear while scientists
debate theories. As I wrote in an early issue of this magazine (May 1981),
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“Einstein’s theory of gravitation replaced Newton’s, but apples did not sus-
pend themselves in mid-air pending the outcome.”26

Here Gould argues that the occurrence of evolution is a fact and that sci-

entists only theorize about how it happened. Yet clearly the sense of evolu-

tion that Gould means here to defend, namely, the theory of universal

common descent, does not have the same epistemological status as obser-

vations of apples falling to the ground. No scientists can directly observe

“evolution” (in this sense) occurring. No one can observe the history of

life, or the pattern of a branching tree emerging, or the transitions between

each of the major groups of organisms. In other places Gould himself spec-

ulates that evolution happened too fast for even the fossil record to pre-

serve most of the transitional forms required by the theory of universal

common descent.27 Instead, as noted above, the theory of universal com-

mon descent was (and is) inferred (abductively) from many classes of

presently observable phenomena: biogeographical distribution, fossil suc-

cession, homology, and the like. These latter phenomena are arguably facts

akin to apples falling, but the theory or theories inferred from them 

are not.

The leadership of the National Association of Biology Teachers (NABT)

has also recently adopted this same way of defining the issue in a policy

statement about how evolution should be taught. The NABT published its

“tenets of science, evolution and biology education” with the following in-

troductory remarks:

Modern biologists constantly study, ponder and deliberate the patterns,
mechanisms and pace of evolution, but they do not debate evolution’s oc-
currence. The fossil record and the diversity of extant organisms, combined
with modern techniques of molecular biology, taxonomy and geology, pro-
vide exhaustive examples and powerful evidence for genetic variation, nat-
ural selection, speciation, extinction and other well-established components
of current evolutionary theory. Scientific deliberations and modifications of
these components clearly demonstrate the vitality and scientific integrity of
evolution and the theory that explains it.28

The last phrase, “evolution and the theory that explains it,” and the ear-

lier phrase, “biologists . . . do not debate evolution’s occurrence,” both em-

ploy the word evolution in an alleged “fact” mode. But precisely which

sense of “evolution” is said to be factual rather than theoretical? Like

Gould, the NABT statement excludes mechanism (evolution #4 and #6)

from the category of fact but lumps most of the other senses of the term
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into one mold. Thus, like Gould and the NAS statement, the NABT state-
ment conflates evolution #1–3 with evolution #5. Yes, evolution in the
sense of change has occurred, but has enough morphological change oc-
curred to ensure that all organisms are related by common ancestry? That
question is never seriously addressed, nor can it be, given the equivocal
definitions in play.

3. Evolution as an “Unsupervised” and “Impersonal”
Process: The Blind Watchmaker Thesis and the

National Association of Biology Teachers
The NABT statement equivocates in other, arguably more significant, ways.
For example, in 1995 the NABT issued the following statement: “The di-
versity of life on earth is the outcome of evolution: an unsupervised, im-
personal, unpredictable and natural process of temporal descent with
genetic modification that is affected by natural selection, chance, historical
contingencies and changing environments.”29 Two years later the NABT
deleted the words “unsupervised” and “impersonal” after two distin-
guished scholars, Alvin Plantinga and Huston Smith, wrote the NABT
about the inappropriateness of those words: “Science presumably doesn’t
address such theological questions, and isn’t equipped to deal with them.
How could an empirical inquiry possibly show that God was not guiding
and directing evolution?”30

The NABT Board of Directors took up that matter on 8 October 1997,
voting unanimously to retain the objectionable wording. Wayne Carley,
speaking for the board, said they felt “rather strongly” about keeping the
statement unaltered. “We believe it. Evolution is real,” he affirmed.31 Car-
ley did not say which meaning of the term evolution “is real,” nor did he ac-
knowledge that Plantinga and Huston accept evolution in most of the other
senses of the word (#1–4 and/or #5) but were disputing the sixth blind
watchmaker thesis as advanced by the NABT. On the last day of the 1997
annual NABT meeting, the board met again and voted to remove the two
objectionable words, “unsupervised” and “impersonal,” while maintaining:
“The deletion of those two words would not affect the statement’s accurate
characterization of evolution, and affirmation of evolution’s importance in
science education.”32

Here again, implicit definitions shift from phrase to phrase. Many scien-
tists, and indeed Plantinga and Huston, would accept “evolution’s impor-
tance to science” yet would not accept that scientific evidence has
established that an “unsupervised” and “impersonal” (the two deleted
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words) mechanism is sufficient to explain the origin of every living system

on Earth. But the NABT statement treats these two separate propositions as

equivalent.

If the NABT story ended here, some might think that statements affirm-

ing evolution in the sixth sense are on their way out. But most prominent

evolutionary biologists do not see the blind watchmaker thesis (as defined

above) as an optional ideological add-on to neo-Darwinian evolutionary

theory. Rather, they see it as a central part of the propositional content of

neo-Darwinian theory, as indeed Darwin himself did. Thus, the NABT

leadership did not really repudiate its commitment to evolution in the

sixth sense. They were merely responding to what Eugenie Scott percep-

tively called “a communication problem” (a public relations crisis).33

The NABT’s public relations campaign was soon challenged from the

state of Tennessee. Massimo Pigliucci, assistant professor of ecology and

evolution at the University of Tennessee, Knoxville, drafted “Defining Evo-

lution: An Open Letter.” His letter was posted on the Darwin Day website

as part of a moderated discussion that included contributions from Berke-

ley law professor (now emeritus) Phillip Johnson and Eugenie Scott of the

National Center for Science Education (NCSE). Pigliucci enlisted the signa-

tures of an impressive array of scientists, including Harvard’s Richard

Lewontin, to support his rebuff of the NABT for their watering down of

“evolution.” The letter urges the NABT to reconsider its change to the

classroom definition of evolution in the name of “scientific and educational

principles.” It argues that the NABT’s two-word alteration to the definition

of evolution “betrays” the “core” of “high ideals” such as “rationalism and

open inquiry.” What is this alleged core? The letter states:

Science is based on a fundamental assumption: that the world can be ex-
plained by referring only to natural, mechanistic forces. [Phillip] Johnson is
quite right in affirming that this is a philosophical position. He is wrong
when he suggests that it is an unreasonable and unproven one. In fact,
every single experiment conducted by any laboratory in any place on Earth
represents a daily test of that assumption. The day in which scientists will be
unable to explain natural phenomena without referring to divine interven-
tion or other supernatural forces, we will have a major paradigm shift—of
cataclysmic proportions.34

The letter affirms that “all we know so far about the evolutionary

process tells us that there is no supervision except for the action of natural

selection.” Natural selection, for most evolutionary biologists, is the
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primary expression of the “blind watchmaker.” Without foresight it molds
existing biological structures into new ones.

Leading sociologist of science Steve Fuller, in a web-posted e-mail,
“Why I Won’t Sign the Open Letter,” of 10 February 1998, wrote: “I found
the Open Letter from the besieged biology teachers embarrassing. I’m sure
there are some nasty things going on in Knoxville, but a petition of the sort
circulating here is not the way to handle matters.” Fuller explained his em-
barrassment in these words: “To describe evolution as ‘impersonal’ and
‘unsupervised’ is indeed ideological, especially when the people behind
this petition themselves claim that evolution can neither prove nor dis-
prove the existence of God. It’s agnosticism upfront but atheism through
the backdoor.”35

Fuller’s comment identifies the underlying reason for the public relations
problem facing the science education establishment. On the one hand, for
both public relations and constitutional reasons, public school science teach-
ers and relevant professional societies must maintain ideological and reli-
gious neutrality. On the other hand, they are charged to teach a scientific
theory that most prominent evolutionary biologists themselves understand
to have decidedly metaphysical (indeed, antitheistic) implications.

Caught on the horns of this dilemma, what is a principled science
teacher to do? Well, why not acknowledge the dilemma and teach the sci-
entific and philosophical controversies that arise from the origins issue? On
the one hand, teachers should explain that what we are calling “mere evo-
lution” (evolution #1–4) is “one of the strongest and most useful scientific
theories we have,” to use NAS language. Mere evolution encompasses a
vast number of specific cosmological, geological, and biological theories
that “incorporate a large body of scientific facts, laws, tested hypotheses,
and logical inferences.” On the other hand, teachers should help students
understand that a significant minority of scientists dissent on evidential
grounds from the theory of universal common descent (evolution #5), and
an even greater group dissents from the blind watchmaker hypothesis
(evolution #6).36 The equivocal use of the term evolution conceals this dis-
sent and prevents open classroom discussion of legitimate scientific contro-
versy and its associated evidential grounds.

Further, science teachers need not ignore the larger philosophical or
worldview issues that arise from discussing, for example, the blind watch-
maker thesis. The threat of ideological indoctrination does not come from
allowing students to ponder the philosophical questions raised by the ori-
gins issue. Instead, it comes from force-feeding students a single perspective.
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The best way to prevent indoctrination is to teach about the scientific con-

troversies that surround the ideologically charged senses of the term evolu-

tion. But this can be accomplished only if teachers first define the “E” word

precisely, distinguish its many distinct meanings (both uncontroversial and

controversial), and allow dissenting scientific opinion about the latter

meanings to have a voice in the classroom. Given the interest that such an

approach would surely generate among students, one might wonder why

informed biology teachers would do anything else.
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